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in a pathbreaking revelatory book robert wright senior editor at the new republic demonstrates the relevance of evolutionary psychology to everyday life and
challenges us to see ourselves for better or worse under its clarifying lens one of the most provocative science books ever published a feast of great thinking and writing
about the most profound issues there are the new york times book review fiercely intelligent beautifully written and engrossingly original the new york times book review
are men literally born to cheat does monogamy actually serve women s interests these are among the questions that have made the moral animaled one of the most
provocative science books in recent years wright unveils the genetic strategies behind everything from our sexual preferences to our office politics as well as their
implications for our moral codes and public policies illustrations the moral animal examines the significance of this extraordinary shift in our perception of morality and
what it means to be human taking the life of charles darwin as his context robert wright brilliantly demonstrates how darwin s ideas have stood the test of time
drawing startling conclusions about the structure of some of our most basic preoccupations why do we commit adultery express suicidal tendencies and have the
capacity for self deception wright not only provides the answers to such fundamental moral questions from the perspective of evolutionary psychology but challenges
us to see ourselves anew through the clarifying lens of this fledgling and exciting science learn how evolutionary psychology can explain human behavior human beings
have often said that our moral compass is what sets us apart from other animals we are humans because we know we have a conscience and an ability to identify the
morally right thing to do the moral animal 1994 expounds on this belief by unpacking the tenets of evolutionary psychology do you want more free book summaries like
this download our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary
and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original
author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com please note
this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the victorian era was a time of sexual repression as victorian physicians warned against the
dangers of sexual indulgence for boys however this outlook also spread beyond the walls of the methodist churches into the homes of anglicans unitarians and even
agnostics 2 charles darwin was originally going to be a doctor but he became interested in zoology instead his father however wanted him to join the clergy 3 the idea of
natural selection while indeed sweeping in significance is not really massive in structure it is a small and simple theory it doesn t take a huge intellect to conceive it 4 the
process of natural selection is what makes us what we are today it is the process of choosing the fittest members of a species and destroying the less fit ones scientists
have long counseled against interpreting animal behavior in terms of human emotions warning that such anthropomorphizing limits our ability to understand animals as
they really are yet what are we to make of a female gorilla in a german zoo who spent days mourning the death of her baby or a wild female elephant who cared for a
younger one after she was injured by a rambunctious teenage male or a rat who refused to push a lever for food when he saw that doing so caused another rat to be
shocked aren t these clear signs that animals have recognizable emotions and moral intelligence with wild justice marc bekoff and jessica pierce unequivocally answer yes
marrying years of behavioral and cognitive research with compelling and moving anecdotes bekoff and pierce reveal that animals exhibit a broad repertoire of moral
behaviors including fairness empathy trust and reciprocity underlying these behaviors is a complex and nuanced range of emotions backed by a high degree of intelligence and
surprising behavioral flexibility animals in short are incredibly adept social beings relying on rules of conduct to navigate intricate social networks that are essential
to their survival ultimately bekoff and pierce draw the astonishing conclusion that there is no moral gap between humans and other species morality is an evolved trait
that we unquestionably share with other social mammals sure to be controversial wild justice offers not just cutting edge science but a provocative call to rethink
our relationship with and our responsibilities toward our fellow animals this book criticizes the common belief that we are entitled to exploit animals for our benefit
because they are not as rational as people after discussing the moral in significance of reason in general the author proceeds to develop a clear commonsensical
conception of what animal rights is about and why everyday morality points toward the liberation of animals as the next logical step in western moral progress the
book evaluates criticisms of animal rights that have appeared in recent philosophical literature and explains the consequences of animal liberation for our diet science
and treatment of the environment the issue of animal rights has become of increasing philosophical and popular importance over the past decade morals reason and animals
is the first extensive second generation contribution to this debate focusing exclusively on the fundamental philosophical issues sapontzis both undermines the arguments
that have been raised against animal rights and constructs a rebuttal that avoids the pitfalls encountered by earlier defenses author note s f sapontzis is professor of
philosophy at california state university hayward edited by mylan engel jr and gary lynn comstock this book employs different ethical lenses including classical
deontology libertarianism commonsense morality virtue ethics utilitarianism and the capabilities approach to explore the philosophical basis for the strong animal rights
view which holds that animals have moral rights equal in strength to the rights of humans while also addressing what are undoubtedly the most serious challenges to
the strong animal rights stance including the challenges posed by rights nihilism the kind argument against animal rights the problem of predation and the comparative
value of lives in addition contributors explore the practical import of animal rights both from a social policy standpoint and from the standpoint of personal ethical
decisions concerning what to eat and whether to hunt animals unlike other volumes on animal rights which focus primarily on the legal rights of animals and unlike other
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anthologies on animal ethics which tend to cover a wide variety of topics but only devote a few articles to each topic this volume focuses exclusively on the question
of whether animals have moral rights and the practical import of such rights the moral rights of animals will be an indispensable resource for scholars teachers and
students in the fields of animal ethics applied ethics ethical theory and human animal studies as well as animal rights advocates and policy makers interested in improving
the treatment of animals twenty years ago people thought only cranks or sentimentalists could be seriously concerned about the treatment of non human animals
however since then philosophers scientists and welfarists have raised public awareness of the issue and they have begun to lay the foundations for an enormous change in
human practice this book is a record of the development of animal rights through the eyes of one highly respected and well known thinker this book brings together for the
first time stephen r l clark s major essays in one volume written with characteristic clarity and persuasion animals and their moral standing will be essential reading for
both philosophers and scientists as well as the general reader concerned by the debates over animal rights and treatment from eye witness accounts of elephants
apparently mourning the death of family members to an experiment that showed that hungry rhesus monkeys would not take food if doing so gave another monkey an
electric shock there is much evidence of animals displaying what seem to be moral feelings but despite such suggestive evidence philosophers steadfastly deny that animals
can act morally and for reasons that virtually everyone has found convincing in can animals be moral philosopher mark rowlands examines the reasoning of philosophers
and scientists on this question ranging from aristotle and kant to hume and darwin and reveals that their arguments fall far short of compelling the basic argument
against moral behavior in animals is that humans have capabilities that animals lack we can reflect on our motivations formulate abstract principles that allow that
allow us to judge right from wrong for an actor to be moral he or she must be able scrutinize their motivations and actions no animal can do these things no animal is
moral rowland naturally agrees that humans possess a moral consciousness that no animal can rival but he argues that it is not necessary for an individual to have
the ability to reflect on his or her motives to be moral animals can t do all that we can do but they can act on the basis of some moral reasons basic moral reasons
involving concern for others and when they do this they are doing just what we do when we act on the basis of these reasons they are acting morally peter carruthers
explores a variety of moral theories arguing that animals lack direct moral significance what kind of animals are human beings and how do our visions of the human shape
our theories of social action and institutions in moral believing animals christian smith advances a creative theory of human persons and culture that offers innovative
challenging answers to these and other fundamental questions in sociological cultural and religious theory smith suggests that human beings have a peculiar set of
capacities and proclivities that distinguishes them significantly from other animals on this planet despite the vast differences in humanity between cultures and across
history no matter how differently people narrate their lives and histories there remains an underlying structure of human personhood that helps to order human culture
history and narration drawing on important recent insights in moral philosophy epistemology and narrative studies smith argues that humans are animals who have an
inescapable moral and spiritual dimension they cannot avoid a fundamental moral orientation in life and this says smith has profound consequences for how sociology
must study human beings moral animals offers a brand new approach to moral theory drawing on anthropology sociology and evolutionary theory as well as
philosophy of language and philosophy of science catherine wilson shows how to understand and reconcile our moral aspirations for a just world with the constraints
human nature places on us in beyond prejudice evelyn b pluhar defends the view that any sentient conative being one capable of caring about what happens to him or herself
is morally significant a view that supports the moral status and rights of many nonhuman animals confronting traditional and contemporary philosophical arguments
she offers in clear and accessible fashion a thorough examination of theories of moral significance while decisively demonstrating the flaws in the arguments of those who
would avoid attributing moral rights to nonhumans exposing the traditional view which restricts the moral realm to autonomous fully fledged persons as having
horrific implications for the treatment of many humans pluhar goes on to argue positively that sentient individuals of any species are no less morally significant than the
most automomous human her position provides the ultimate justification that is missing from previous defenses of the moral status of nonhuman animals in the process of
advancing her position pluhar discusses the implications of determining moral significance for children and abnormal humans as well as its relevance to population policies
the raising of animals for food or product testing decisions on hunting and euthanasia and the treatment of companion animals in addition the author scrutinizes recent
assertions by environmental ethicists that all living things or that natural objects and ecosystems be considered highly morally significant this powerful book of moral
theory challenges all defenders of the moral status quo which decrees that animals decidedly do not count to reevaluate their convictions this title examines the fields
of value theory normative and applied ethics on the issue of killing animals it addresses a number of questions can painless killing harm or benefit an animal and if so why
and under what conditions can coming into existence harm or benefit an animal is killing animals morally acceptable should animals have the legal right to life in
addressing these questions animal rights and animal welfare positions are articulated and debated by some of the foremost thinkers on these issues with a distinction made
between rights based and utilitarian approaches western philosophy and religion james rachels argues have been shaken by the implications of darwin s work most notably
the controversial idea that humans are simply a more complex kind of animal here rachels assesses a number of studies that suggest how closely humans are linked to
other primates in behavior and then goes on to show how this idea undercuts the work of many prominent philosophers created from animals offers a provocative look at
how darwinian evolution undermines many tenets of traditional philosophy and religion rachels begins by examining darwin s own life and work presenting an astonishingly
vivid and compressed biography we see darwin s studies of the psychological links in evolution such as emotions in dogs and the mental powers of worms and how he
addressed the moral implications of his work especially in his concern for the welfare of animals rachels goes on to present a lively and accessible survey of the
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controversies that followed in darwin s wake ranging from herbert spencer s social darwinism to edward o wilson s sociobiology and discusses how the work of such
influential intellects as descartes hume kant t h huxley henri bergson b f skinner and stephen jay gould has contributed to or been overthrown by evolutionary science
with this sweeping survey of the arguments the philosophers and the deep implications surrounding darwinism rachels lays the foundations for a new view of morality
virbrantly written and provocatively argued created from animals offers a new perspective on issues ranging from suicide to euthanasia to animal rights they don t have
syntax so we can eat them according to richard sorabji this conclusion attributed to the stoic philosophers was based on aristotle s argument that animals lack
reason in his fascinating deeply learned book sorabji traces the roots of our thinking about animals back to aristotelian and stoic beliefs charting a recurrent theme in
ancient philosophy of mind he shows that today s controversies about animal rights represent only the most recent chapter in millennia old debates sorabji surveys a
vast range of greek philosophical texts and considers how classical discussions of animals capacities intersect with central questions not only in ethics but in the
definition of human rationality as well the nature of concepts how perceptions differ from beliefs how memory intention and emotion relate to reason and to what extent
speech skills and inference can serve as proofs of reason focusing on the significance of ritual sacrifice and the eating of meat he explores religious contexts of the
treatment of animals in ancient greece and in medieval western christendom he also looks closely at the contemporary defenses of animal rights offered by peter singer tom
regan and mary midgley animal minds and human morals sheds new light on traditional arguments surrounding the status of animals while pointing beyond them to current
moral dilemmas it will be crucial reading for scholars and students in the fields of ancient philosophy ethics history of philosophy classics and medieval studies and for
everyone seriously concerned about our relationship with other species a townsend lecture book in dependent rational animals alasdair macintyre compares humans to
other intelligent animals ultimately drawing remarkable conclusions about human social life and our treatment of those whom he argues we should no longer call
disabled macintyre argues that human beings are independent practical reasoners but they are also dependent animals who must learn from each other in order to remain
largely independent to flourish humans must acknowledge the importance of dependence and independence both of which are developed in and through social relationships
this requires the development of a local community in which individuals discover their own goods through the discovery of a common good a revised and improved edition
of a book in continuing demand do animals have rights if not do we have duties towards them if so what duties these are myariad other issues are discussed in this
brilliantly argued book published in association with the leading think tank demos why are animal rights groups so keen to protect the rights of badgers and foxes but not
of rats mice or even humans how can we bridge the growing gap between rural producers and urban consumers why is raising animals for fur more heinous than raising them
for their meat are we as human beings driving other species either to extinction or to a state of dependency this paperback edition is fully updated with new chapters on
the livestoick crisis fishing and bse and a layman s guide introduction to philosophical concepts the book presents a radical respponse to the defenders of animal rights
and a challenge to those who think that because they are kind to their pets they are therefore good news for animals in this 2nd edition the author has substantially
revised his book throughout updating the moral arguments and adding a chapter on animal minds importantly rather than being a polemic on animal rights this book is also
a considered and imaginative evaluation of moral theory as explored through the issue of animal rights it is widely agreed that because animals feel pain we should not
make them suffer gratuitously some ethical theories go even further because of the capacities that they possess animals have the right not to be harmed or killed these
views concern what not to do to animals but we also face questions about when we should and should not assist animals that are hungry or distressed should we feed
a starving stray kitten and if so does this commit us if we are to be consistent to feeding wild animals during a hard winter in this controversial book clare palmer
advances a theory that claims with respect to assisting animals that what is owed to one is not necessarily owed to all even if animals share similar psychological
capacities context history and relation can be critical ethical factors if animals live independently in the wild their fate is not any of our moral business yet if humans
create dependent animals or destroy their habitats we may have a responsibility to assist them such arguments are familiar in human cases we think that parents have
special obligations to their children for example or that some groups owe reparations to others palmer develops such relational concerns in the context of wild animals
domesticated animals and urban scavengers arguing that different contexts can create different moral relationships it is often claimed that humans are rational
linguistic cultural or moral creatures what these characterizations may all have in common is the more fundamental claim that humans are normative animals in the
sense that they are creatures whose lives are structured at a fundamental level by their relationships to norms the various capacities singled out by discussion of
rational linguistic cultural or moral animals might then all essentially involve an orientation to obligations permissions and prohibitions and if this is so then perhaps it
is a basic susceptibility or proclivity to normative or deontic regulation of thought and behavior that enables humans to develop the various specific features of their
life form this volume of new essays investigates the claim that humans are essentially normative animals in this sense the contributors do so by looking at the nature and
relations of three types of norms or putative norms social moral and linguistic and asking whether they might all be different expressions of one basic structure unique
to humankind these questions are posed by philosophers primatologists behavioral biologists psychologists linguists and cultural anthropologists who have
collaborated on this topic for many years the contributors are committed to the idea that understanding normativity is a two way process involving a close
interaction between conceptual clarification and empirical research how do we think about animals how do we decide what they deserve and how we ought to treat them
subhuman takes an interdisciplinary approach to these questions drawing from research in philosophy neuroscience psychology law history sociology economics and
anthropology subhuman argues that our attitudes to nonhuman animals both positive and negative largely arise from our need to compare ourselves to them foot and
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mouth and mad cow disease are but two of the results of treating animals as commodities subject only to commercial constraints and ignoring all natural and moral
considerations chickens hanging by their necks on conveyor belts caged pigs with sores bloated dead sheep with their legs in the air mutilated dogs waiting to die after
undergoing horrendous experiments in the name of science or just product testing these are some of the images that illustrate the indifference of a consumerist society to
the suffering of animals few are willing to recognize that the packaged sanitized supermarket meat that materializes on their dinner tables every day is the result of an
industrial process involving unimaginable pain and suffering we would be horrified if our pets were harmed yet every day we eat animals that have been tortured and
executed mark rowlands claims that it is simply unjust to harm animals as conscious sentient beings biologically continuous with humans they have interests that
cannot simply be disregarded using simple principles of justice he argues that animals have moral rights and examines the consequences of this claim in the contexts of
vegetarianism animal experimentation zoos and hunting and animal rights activism artikler om menneskets udnyttelse af dyr bl a ved vivisektion til luksus og
kosmetikbranchen til jagt og til f�devareindustrien animals and why they matter examines the barriers that our philosophical traditions have erected between human beings
and animals and reveals that the too often ridiculed subject of animal rights is an issue crucially related to such problems within the human community as racism sexism
and age discrimination mary midgley s profound and clearly written narrative is a thought provoking study of the way in which the opposition between reason and emotion
has shaped our moral and political ideas and the problems it has raised whether considering vegetarianism women s rights or the humanity of pets this book goes to the
heart of the question of why all animals matter this volume is a collection of essays concerned with the morality of hu man treatment of nonhuman animals the
contributors take very different approaches to their topics and come to widely divergent conclusions the goal of the volume as a whole is to shed a brighter light upon
an aspect of human life our relations with the other animals that has recently seen a great increase in interest and in the generation of heat the discussions and debates
contained herein are addressed by the contributors to each other to the general public and to the academic world especially the biological philosophical and political
parts of that world the essays are organized into eight sections by topics each sec tion beginning with a brief introduction linking the papers and the sec tions to one
another there is also a general introduction and an epilog that suggests alternate possible ways of organizing the material the first two sections are concerned with
the place of animals in the human world section i with the ways humans view animals in literature philosophy and other parts of human culture and section ii with the
place of animals in human legal and moral community the next three sections concern comparisons between human and nonhuman animals section iii on the rights and wrongs
of killing section iv on the humanity of animals and the animality of humans and section v on questions of the conflict of human and animal interests animal rights and
moral philosophy examines the major arguments for animal rights proposed to date and adds a new dimension julian h franklin begins by considering the utilitarian argument
of equal respect for animals associated with peter singer and the rights approach advanced by tom regan despite their merits both positions are found too limited as
theoretical foundations for animal rights franklin follows with a new interpretation of kant s categorical imperative showing that it can be expanded to provide the
basis of a system of rights that includes all sentient beings he also shows why other forms of rationalism cannot be similarly expanded franklin then critically discusses
the concern for animals in doctrines of compassion including the ecofeminist ethic of care and albert schweitzer s ethic of reverence for life in a concluding chapter he
considers the conflict between the rights of animals and humans to the environment and reflects on possible solutions this and the author s three previous books are
interrelated in their notions of practical morality and education and the common conclusion focuses not on moral delinquency or intractability but rather on the human
capacity for improvement through appropriate education passionate animals emotions animal ethics and moral pragmatics draws on the theoretical achievements made in
ethics political philosophy and human animal studies addressing the problem that these advancements have not resulted in practical change toward significantly improved
human animal relations mara daria cojocaru argues that this gap between theory and action can close only if humans live up to the task of becoming passionate animals
themselves and passionate about animals as well in the tradition of philosophical pragmatism and with reference to congenial thinkers like mary midgley cojocaru
develops a moral pragmatics that highlights the role of emotions in moral and political life and focuses on the institutions necessary to make tangible progress on the
problems posed by animal experimentation and factory farming i have been trying to understand the moral aspect of human nature for several decades several years ago
after publishing the origins of morality an editor from oxford press suggested that i write up the theory and research i reviewed in this academic book in a manner that
would be accessible to people with relatively little background knowledge in the area a few years later i launched this project which ended up in this book in it i trace the
grown of my understanding of morality how much do animals matter morally can we keep considering them as second class beings to be used merely for our benefit or
should we offer them some form of moral egalitarianism inserting itself into the passionate debate over animal rights this fascinating provocative work by renowned
scholar paola cavalieri advances a radical proposal that we extend basic human rights to the nonhuman animals we currently treat as things cavalieri first goes back
in time tracing the roots of the debate from the 1970s then explores not only the ethical but also the scientific viewpoints examining the debate s precedents in mainstream
western philosophy she considers the main proposals of reform that recently have been advanced within the framework of today s prevailing ethical perspectives are these
proposals satisfying cavalieri says no claiming that it is necessary to go beyond the traditional opposition between utilitarianism and kantianism and focus on the
question of fundamental moral protection in the case of human beings such protection is granted within the widely shared moral doctrine of universal human rights theory
cavalieri argues that if we examine closely this theory we will discover that its very logic extends to nonhuman animals as beings who are owed basic moral and legal
rights and that as a result human rights are not human after all regan provides the theoretical framework that grounds a responsible pro animal rights perspective and
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ultimately explores how asking moral questions about other animals can lead to a better understanding of ourselves this book is an attempt to lead the way through
the moral maze that is our relationship with nonhuman animals written by an author with an established reputation in this field the book takes the reader step by step
through the main parameters of the debate demonstrating at each turn the different positions adopted in the second part of the book the implications of holding each
position for the ethical permissibility of what is done to animals in laboratories farms the home and the wild are explained garner starts by asking whether animals have
any moral standing before moving on to assess exactly what degree of moral status ought to be accorded to them it is suggested that whilst animals should not be
granted the same moral status as humans they are worthy of greater moral consideration than the orthodox animal welfare position allows as a result it is suggested
that many of the ways we currently treat animals are morally illegitimate in the final chapter the issue of political praxis is tackled how are reforms to the ways in
which animals are treated to be achieved this book suggests that currently dominant debates about insider status and direct action are less important than the question
of agency that is the important question is not what is done to change the way animals are treated as much as whom is to be mobilised to join the cause students of
philosophy politics and environmental issues will find this an essential textbook received opinion has it that humans are morally superior to non human animals human
interests matter more than the like interests of animals and the value of human lives is alleged to be greater than the value of nonhuman animal lives since this belief
causes mayhem and murder its de mythologizing requires urgent attention this book tells the inspiring story of a lifelong activist whose creativity and careful thought
set the standard for the animal rights movement in the twentieth century includes 323 citations in english regarding ethical moral bioethics and philosophical issues
related to animals each citation includes complete bibliographic data covers literature from january 1986 through february 1993 author and subject indices gary
steiner argues that ethologists and philosophers in the analytic and continental traditions have largely failed to advance an adequate explanation of animal behavior
critically engaging the positions of marc hauser daniel dennett donald davidson john searle martin heidegger and hans georg gadamer among others steiner shows how the
western philosophical tradition has forced animals into human experiential categories in order to make sense of their cognitive abilities and moral status and how
desperately we need a new approach to animal rights steiner rejects the traditional assumption that a lack of formal rationality confers an inferior moral status on
animals vis � vis human beings instead he offers an associationist view of animal cognition in which animals grasp and adapt to their environments without employing
concepts or intentionality steiner challenges the standard assumption of liberal individualism according to which humans have no obligations of justice toward animals
instead he advocates a cosmic holism that attributes a moral status to animals equivalent to that of people arguing for a relationship of justice between humans and
nature steiner emphasizes our kinship with animals and the fundamental moral obligations entailed by this kinship
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The Moral Animal

1994

in a pathbreaking revelatory book robert wright senior editor at the new republic demonstrates the relevance of evolutionary psychology to everyday life and
challenges us to see ourselves for better or worse under its clarifying lens

The Moral Animal

2010-11-03

one of the most provocative science books ever published a feast of great thinking and writing about the most profound issues there are the new york times book review
fiercely intelligent beautifully written and engrossingly original the new york times book review are men literally born to cheat does monogamy actually serve women s
interests these are among the questions that have made the moral animaled one of the most provocative science books in recent years wright unveils the genetic strategies
behind everything from our sexual preferences to our office politics as well as their implications for our moral codes and public policies illustrations

The Moral Animal

1996

the moral animal examines the significance of this extraordinary shift in our perception of morality and what it means to be human taking the life of charles darwin as his
context robert wright brilliantly demonstrates how darwin s ideas have stood the test of time drawing startling conclusions about the structure of some of our most
basic preoccupations why do we commit adultery express suicidal tendencies and have the capacity for self deception wright not only provides the answers to such
fundamental moral questions from the perspective of evolutionary psychology but challenges us to see ourselves anew through the clarifying lens of this fledgling and
exciting science

Summary of The Moral Animal by Robert Wright

2022-03-05T22:59:00Z

learn how evolutionary psychology can explain human behavior human beings have often said that our moral compass is what sets us apart from other animals we are
humans because we know we have a conscience and an ability to identify the morally right thing to do the moral animal 1994 expounds on this belief by unpacking the
tenets of evolutionary psychology do you want more free book summaries like this download our app for free at quickread com app and get access to hundreds of free
book and audiobook summaries disclaimer this book summary is meant as a summary and an analysis and not a replacement for the original work if you like this summary
please consider purchasing the original book to get the full experience as the original author intended it to be if you are the original author of any book published on
quickread and want us to remove it please contact us at hello quickread com

Summary of Robert Wright's The Moral Animal

2009-08-01

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the victorian era was a time of sexual repression as victorian physicians warned
against the dangers of sexual indulgence for boys however this outlook also spread beyond the walls of the methodist churches into the homes of anglicans unitarians
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and even agnostics 2 charles darwin was originally going to be a doctor but he became interested in zoology instead his father however wanted him to join the clergy 3
the idea of natural selection while indeed sweeping in significance is not really massive in structure it is a small and simple theory it doesn t take a huge intellect to
conceive it 4 the process of natural selection is what makes us what we are today it is the process of choosing the fittest members of a species and destroying the less
fit ones

Wild Justice

1992-03-01

scientists have long counseled against interpreting animal behavior in terms of human emotions warning that such anthropomorphizing limits our ability to understand
animals as they really are yet what are we to make of a female gorilla in a german zoo who spent days mourning the death of her baby or a wild female elephant who
cared for a younger one after she was injured by a rambunctious teenage male or a rat who refused to push a lever for food when he saw that doing so caused another
rat to be shocked aren t these clear signs that animals have recognizable emotions and moral intelligence with wild justice marc bekoff and jessica pierce unequivocally
answer yes marrying years of behavioral and cognitive research with compelling and moving anecdotes bekoff and pierce reveal that animals exhibit a broad repertoire of
moral behaviors including fairness empathy trust and reciprocity underlying these behaviors is a complex and nuanced range of emotions backed by a high degree of
intelligence and surprising behavioral flexibility animals in short are incredibly adept social beings relying on rules of conduct to navigate intricate social networks that
are essential to their survival ultimately bekoff and pierce draw the astonishing conclusion that there is no moral gap between humans and other species morality is an
evolved trait that we unquestionably share with other social mammals sure to be controversial wild justice offers not just cutting edge science but a provocative
call to rethink our relationship with and our responsibilities toward our fellow animals

Morals, Reason, and Animals

2016-03-16

this book criticizes the common belief that we are entitled to exploit animals for our benefit because they are not as rational as people after discussing the moral in
significance of reason in general the author proceeds to develop a clear commonsensical conception of what animal rights is about and why everyday morality points
toward the liberation of animals as the next logical step in western moral progress the book evaluates criticisms of animal rights that have appeared in recent
philosophical literature and explains the consequences of animal liberation for our diet science and treatment of the environment the issue of animal rights has become of
increasing philosophical and popular importance over the past decade morals reason and animals is the first extensive second generation contribution to this debate
focusing exclusively on the fundamental philosophical issues sapontzis both undermines the arguments that have been raised against animal rights and constructs a
rebuttal that avoids the pitfalls encountered by earlier defenses author note s f sapontzis is professor of philosophy at california state university hayward

The Moral Rights of Animals

2006-06-07

edited by mylan engel jr and gary lynn comstock this book employs different ethical lenses including classical deontology libertarianism commonsense morality virtue
ethics utilitarianism and the capabilities approach to explore the philosophical basis for the strong animal rights view which holds that animals have moral rights equal
in strength to the rights of humans while also addressing what are undoubtedly the most serious challenges to the strong animal rights stance including the challenges
posed by rights nihilism the kind argument against animal rights the problem of predation and the comparative value of lives in addition contributors explore the practical
import of animal rights both from a social policy standpoint and from the standpoint of personal ethical decisions concerning what to eat and whether to hunt animals
unlike other volumes on animal rights which focus primarily on the legal rights of animals and unlike other anthologies on animal ethics which tend to cover a wide
variety of topics but only devote a few articles to each topic this volume focuses exclusively on the question of whether animals have moral rights and the practical
import of such rights the moral rights of animals will be an indispensable resource for scholars teachers and students in the fields of animal ethics applied ethics ethical
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theory and human animal studies as well as animal rights advocates and policy makers interested in improving the treatment of animals

Animals and Their Moral Standing

2015-03

twenty years ago people thought only cranks or sentimentalists could be seriously concerned about the treatment of non human animals however since then philosophers
scientists and welfarists have raised public awareness of the issue and they have begun to lay the foundations for an enormous change in human practice this book is a
record of the development of animal rights through the eyes of one highly respected and well known thinker this book brings together for the first time stephen r l clark s
major essays in one volume written with characteristic clarity and persuasion animals and their moral standing will be essential reading for both philosophers and
scientists as well as the general reader concerned by the debates over animal rights and treatment

Can Animals Be Moral?

1992-09-24

from eye witness accounts of elephants apparently mourning the death of family members to an experiment that showed that hungry rhesus monkeys would not take food
if doing so gave another monkey an electric shock there is much evidence of animals displaying what seem to be moral feelings but despite such suggestive evidence
philosophers steadfastly deny that animals can act morally and for reasons that virtually everyone has found convincing in can animals be moral philosopher mark
rowlands examines the reasoning of philosophers and scientists on this question ranging from aristotle and kant to hume and darwin and reveals that their arguments
fall far short of compelling the basic argument against moral behavior in animals is that humans have capabilities that animals lack we can reflect on our motivations
formulate abstract principles that allow that allow us to judge right from wrong for an actor to be moral he or she must be able scrutinize their motivations and
actions no animal can do these things no animal is moral rowland naturally agrees that humans possess a moral consciousness that no animal can rival but he argues
that it is not necessary for an individual to have the ability to reflect on his or her motives to be moral animals can t do all that we can do but they can act on the
basis of some moral reasons basic moral reasons involving concern for others and when they do this they are doing just what we do when we act on the basis of these
reasons they are acting morally

The Animals Issue

2003-07-10

peter carruthers explores a variety of moral theories arguing that animals lack direct moral significance

Moral, Believing Animals

2004

what kind of animals are human beings and how do our visions of the human shape our theories of social action and institutions in moral believing animals christian smith
advances a creative theory of human persons and culture that offers innovative challenging answers to these and other fundamental questions in sociological cultural
and religious theory smith suggests that human beings have a peculiar set of capacities and proclivities that distinguishes them significantly from other animals on this
planet despite the vast differences in humanity between cultures and across history no matter how differently people narrate their lives and histories there remains an
underlying structure of human personhood that helps to order human culture history and narration drawing on important recent insights in moral philosophy
epistemology and narrative studies smith argues that humans are animals who have an inescapable moral and spiritual dimension they cannot avoid a fundamental moral
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orientation in life and this says smith has profound consequences for how sociology must study human beings

Moral Animals

1995

moral animals offers a brand new approach to moral theory drawing on anthropology sociology and evolutionary theory as well as philosophy of language and
philosophy of science catherine wilson shows how to understand and reconcile our moral aspirations for a just world with the constraints human nature places on us

Beyond Prejudice

2016

in beyond prejudice evelyn b pluhar defends the view that any sentient conative being one capable of caring about what happens to him or herself is morally significant a
view that supports the moral status and rights of many nonhuman animals confronting traditional and contemporary philosophical arguments she offers in clear and
accessible fashion a thorough examination of theories of moral significance while decisively demonstrating the flaws in the arguments of those who would avoid
attributing moral rights to nonhumans exposing the traditional view which restricts the moral realm to autonomous fully fledged persons as having horrific
implications for the treatment of many humans pluhar goes on to argue positively that sentient individuals of any species are no less morally significant than the most
automomous human her position provides the ultimate justification that is missing from previous defenses of the moral status of nonhuman animals in the process of
advancing her position pluhar discusses the implications of determining moral significance for children and abnormal humans as well as its relevance to population policies
the raising of animals for food or product testing decisions on hunting and euthanasia and the treatment of companion animals in addition the author scrutinizes recent
assertions by environmental ethicists that all living things or that natural objects and ecosystems be considered highly morally significant this powerful book of moral
theory challenges all defenders of the moral status quo which decrees that animals decidedly do not count to reevaluate their convictions

The Ethics of Killing Animals

1991

this title examines the fields of value theory normative and applied ethics on the issue of killing animals it addresses a number of questions can painless killing harm or
benefit an animal and if so why and under what conditions can coming into existence harm or benefit an animal is killing animals morally acceptable should animals have the
legal right to life in addressing these questions animal rights and animal welfare positions are articulated and debated by some of the foremost thinkers on these issues
with a distinction made between rights based and utilitarian approaches

Created from Animals

2018-05-31

western philosophy and religion james rachels argues have been shaken by the implications of darwin s work most notably the controversial idea that humans are simply a
more complex kind of animal here rachels assesses a number of studies that suggest how closely humans are linked to other primates in behavior and then goes on to show
how this idea undercuts the work of many prominent philosophers created from animals offers a provocative look at how darwinian evolution undermines many tenets of
traditional philosophy and religion rachels begins by examining darwin s own life and work presenting an astonishingly vivid and compressed biography we see darwin s
studies of the psychological links in evolution such as emotions in dogs and the mental powers of worms and how he addressed the moral implications of his work
especially in his concern for the welfare of animals rachels goes on to present a lively and accessible survey of the controversies that followed in darwin s wake ranging
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from herbert spencer s social darwinism to edward o wilson s sociobiology and discusses how the work of such influential intellects as descartes hume kant t h huxley
henri bergson b f skinner and stephen jay gould has contributed to or been overthrown by evolutionary science with this sweeping survey of the arguments the philosophers
and the deep implications surrounding darwinism rachels lays the foundations for a new view of morality virbrantly written and provocatively argued created from
animals offers a new perspective on issues ranging from suicide to euthanasia to animal rights

Animal Minds and Human Morals

1999

they don t have syntax so we can eat them according to richard sorabji this conclusion attributed to the stoic philosophers was based on aristotle s argument that
animals lack reason in his fascinating deeply learned book sorabji traces the roots of our thinking about animals back to aristotelian and stoic beliefs charting a
recurrent theme in ancient philosophy of mind he shows that today s controversies about animal rights represent only the most recent chapter in millennia old debates
sorabji surveys a vast range of greek philosophical texts and considers how classical discussions of animals capacities intersect with central questions not only in
ethics but in the definition of human rationality as well the nature of concepts how perceptions differ from beliefs how memory intention and emotion relate to reason and
to what extent speech skills and inference can serve as proofs of reason focusing on the significance of ritual sacrifice and the eating of meat he explores religious
contexts of the treatment of animals in ancient greece and in medieval western christendom he also looks closely at the contemporary defenses of animal rights offered by
peter singer tom regan and mary midgley animal minds and human morals sheds new light on traditional arguments surrounding the status of animals while pointing beyond
them to current moral dilemmas it will be crucial reading for scholars and students in the fields of ancient philosophy ethics history of philosophy classics and medieval
studies and for everyone seriously concerned about our relationship with other species a townsend lecture book

Dependent Rational Animals

1998

in dependent rational animals alasdair macintyre compares humans to other intelligent animals ultimately drawing remarkable conclusions about human social life and
our treatment of those whom he argues we should no longer call disabled macintyre argues that human beings are independent practical reasoners but they are also
dependent animals who must learn from each other in order to remain largely independent to flourish humans must acknowledge the importance of dependence and
independence both of which are developed in and through social relationships this requires the development of a local community in which individuals discover their own
goods through the discovery of a common good

Animal Rights and Wrongs

2016-04-30

a revised and improved edition of a book in continuing demand do animals have rights if not do we have duties towards them if so what duties these are myariad other issues
are discussed in this brilliantly argued book published in association with the leading think tank demos why are animal rights groups so keen to protect the rights of
badgers and foxes but not of rats mice or even humans how can we bridge the growing gap between rural producers and urban consumers why is raising animals for fur
more heinous than raising them for their meat are we as human beings driving other species either to extinction or to a state of dependency this paperback edition is fully
updated with new chapters on the livestoick crisis fishing and bse and a layman s guide introduction to philosophical concepts the book presents a radical respponse to
the defenders of animal rights and a challenge to those who think that because they are kind to their pets they are therefore good news for animals
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Animal Rights

2010

in this 2nd edition the author has substantially revised his book throughout updating the moral arguments and adding a chapter on animal minds importantly rather than
being a polemic on animal rights this book is also a considered and imaginative evaluation of moral theory as explored through the issue of animal rights

Animal Ethics in Context

2019-06-11

it is widely agreed that because animals feel pain we should not make them suffer gratuitously some ethical theories go even further because of the capacities that they
possess animals have the right not to be harmed or killed these views concern what not to do to animals but we also face questions about when we should and should
not assist animals that are hungry or distressed should we feed a starving stray kitten and if so does this commit us if we are to be consistent to feeding wild animals
during a hard winter in this controversial book clare palmer advances a theory that claims with respect to assisting animals that what is owed to one is not
necessarily owed to all even if animals share similar psychological capacities context history and relation can be critical ethical factors if animals live independently in
the wild their fate is not any of our moral business yet if humans create dependent animals or destroy their habitats we may have a responsibility to assist them such
arguments are familiar in human cases we think that parents have special obligations to their children for example or that some groups owe reparations to others palmer
develops such relational concerns in the context of wild animals domesticated animals and urban scavengers arguing that different contexts can create different moral
relationships

The Normative Animal?

2018

it is often claimed that humans are rational linguistic cultural or moral creatures what these characterizations may all have in common is the more fundamental claim
that humans are normative animals in the sense that they are creatures whose lives are structured at a fundamental level by their relationships to norms the various
capacities singled out by discussion of rational linguistic cultural or moral animals might then all essentially involve an orientation to obligations permissions and
prohibitions and if this is so then perhaps it is a basic susceptibility or proclivity to normative or deontic regulation of thought and behavior that enables humans to
develop the various specific features of their life form this volume of new essays investigates the claim that humans are essentially normative animals in this sense the
contributors do so by looking at the nature and relations of three types of norms or putative norms social moral and linguistic and asking whether they might all be
different expressions of one basic structure unique to humankind these questions are posed by philosophers primatologists behavioral biologists psychologists linguists
and cultural anthropologists who have collaborated on this topic for many years the contributors are committed to the idea that understanding normativity is a two
way process involving a close interaction between conceptual clarification and empirical research

The Philosophy of Animal Rights

2002

how do we think about animals how do we decide what they deserve and how we ought to treat them subhuman takes an interdisciplinary approach to these questions
drawing from research in philosophy neuroscience psychology law history sociology economics and anthropology subhuman argues that our attitudes to nonhuman
animals both positive and negative largely arise from our need to compare ourselves to them
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Subhuman

1972

foot and mouth and mad cow disease are but two of the results of treating animals as commodities subject only to commercial constraints and ignoring all natural and
moral considerations chickens hanging by their necks on conveyor belts caged pigs with sores bloated dead sheep with their legs in the air mutilated dogs waiting to die
after undergoing horrendous experiments in the name of science or just product testing these are some of the images that illustrate the indifference of a consumerist
society to the suffering of animals few are willing to recognize that the packaged sanitized supermarket meat that materializes on their dinner tables every day is the
result of an industrial process involving unimaginable pain and suffering we would be horrified if our pets were harmed yet every day we eat animals that have been
tortured and executed mark rowlands claims that it is simply unjust to harm animals as conscious sentient beings biologically continuous with humans they have
interests that cannot simply be disregarded using simple principles of justice he argues that animals have moral rights and examines the consequences of this claim in the
contexts of vegetarianism animal experimentation zoos and hunting and animal rights activism

Animals Like Us

1984

artikler om menneskets udnyttelse af dyr bl a ved vivisektion til luksus og kosmetikbranchen til jagt og til f�devareindustrien

Animals, Men, and Morals

2012-12-06

animals and why they matter examines the barriers that our philosophical traditions have erected between human beings and animals and reveals that the too often
ridiculed subject of animal rights is an issue crucially related to such problems within the human community as racism sexism and age discrimination mary midgley s
profound and clearly written narrative is a thought provoking study of the way in which the opposition between reason and emotion has shaped our moral and political
ideas and the problems it has raised whether considering vegetarianism women s rights or the humanity of pets this book goes to the heart of the question of why all
animals matter

Animals and why They Matter

2005

this volume is a collection of essays concerned with the morality of hu man treatment of nonhuman animals the contributors take very different approaches to their
topics and come to widely divergent conclusions the goal of the volume as a whole is to shed a brighter light upon an aspect of human life our relations with the other
animals that has recently seen a great increase in interest and in the generation of heat the discussions and debates contained herein are addressed by the contributors to
each other to the general public and to the academic world especially the biological philosophical and political parts of that world the essays are organized into eight
sections by topics each sec tion beginning with a brief introduction linking the papers and the sec tions to one another there is also a general introduction and an epilog
that suggests alternate possible ways of organizing the material the first two sections are concerned with the place of animals in the human world section i with the
ways humans view animals in literature philosophy and other parts of human culture and section ii with the place of animals in human legal and moral community the next
three sections concern comparisons between human and nonhuman animals section iii on the rights and wrongs of killing section iv on the humanity of animals and the
animality of humans and section v on questions of the conflict of human and animal interests
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Ethics and Animals

1988-08-04

animal rights and moral philosophy examines the major arguments for animal rights proposed to date and adds a new dimension julian h franklin begins by considering the
utilitarian argument of equal respect for animals associated with peter singer and the rights approach advanced by tom regan despite their merits both positions are
found too limited as theoretical foundations for animal rights franklin follows with a new interpretation of kant s categorical imperative showing that it can be
expanded to provide the basis of a system of rights that includes all sentient beings he also shows why other forms of rationalism cannot be similarly expanded franklin
then critically discusses the concern for animals in doctrines of compassion including the ecofeminist ethic of care and albert schweitzer s ethic of reverence for life in a
concluding chapter he considers the conflict between the rights of animals and humans to the environment and reflects on possible solutions

Animal Rights and Moral Philosophy

2022-02-01

this and the author s three previous books are interrelated in their notions of practical morality and education and the common conclusion focuses not on moral
delinquency or intractability but rather on the human capacity for improvement through appropriate education

Cruelty to Animals

2022

passionate animals emotions animal ethics and moral pragmatics draws on the theoretical achievements made in ethics political philosophy and human animal studies
addressing the problem that these advancements have not resulted in practical change toward significantly improved human animal relations mara daria cojocaru argues
that this gap between theory and action can close only if humans live up to the task of becoming passionate animals themselves and passionate about animals as well in
the tradition of philosophical pragmatism and with reference to congenial thinkers like mary midgley cojocaru develops a moral pragmatics that highlights the role of
emotions in moral and political life and focuses on the institutions necessary to make tangible progress on the problems posed by animal experimentation and factory
farming

Passionate Animals

2003-12-24

i have been trying to understand the moral aspect of human nature for several decades several years ago after publishing the origins of morality an editor from oxford
press suggested that i write up the theory and research i reviewed in this academic book in a manner that would be accessible to people with relatively little background
knowledge in the area a few years later i launched this project which ended up in this book in it i trace the grown of my understanding of morality

Survival of the Virtuous

2003-11-22

how much do animals matter morally can we keep considering them as second class beings to be used merely for our benefit or should we offer them some form of moral
egalitarianism inserting itself into the passionate debate over animal rights this fascinating provocative work by renowned scholar paola cavalieri advances a radical
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proposal that we extend basic human rights to the nonhuman animals we currently treat as things cavalieri first goes back in time tracing the roots of the debate from
the 1970s then explores not only the ethical but also the scientific viewpoints examining the debate s precedents in mainstream western philosophy she considers the main
proposals of reform that recently have been advanced within the framework of today s prevailing ethical perspectives are these proposals satisfying cavalieri says no
claiming that it is necessary to go beyond the traditional opposition between utilitarianism and kantianism and focus on the question of fundamental moral protection in
the case of human beings such protection is granted within the widely shared moral doctrine of universal human rights theory cavalieri argues that if we examine closely
this theory we will discover that its very logic extends to nonhuman animals as beings who are owed basic moral and legal rights and that as a result human rights are
not human after all

The Animal Question : Why Nonhuman Animals Deserve Human Rights

2005-09-02

regan provides the theoretical framework that grounds a responsible pro animal rights perspective and ultimately explores how asking moral questions about other
animals can lead to a better understanding of ourselves

Animal Rights, Human Wrongs

2015-09-15

this book is an attempt to lead the way through the moral maze that is our relationship with nonhuman animals written by an author with an established reputation in
this field the book takes the reader step by step through the main parameters of the debate demonstrating at each turn the different positions adopted in the second part of
the book the implications of holding each position for the ethical permissibility of what is done to animals in laboratories farms the home and the wild are explained garner
starts by asking whether animals have any moral standing before moving on to assess exactly what degree of moral status ought to be accorded to them it is suggested
that whilst animals should not be granted the same moral status as humans they are worthy of greater moral consideration than the orthodox animal welfare position
allows as a result it is suggested that many of the ways we currently treat animals are morally illegitimate in the final chapter the issue of political praxis is tackled
how are reforms to the ways in which animals are treated to be achieved this book suggests that currently dominant debates about insider status and direct action are
less important than the question of agency that is the important question is not what is done to change the way animals are treated as much as whom is to be mobilised
to join the cause students of philosophy politics and environmental issues will find this an essential textbook

Animal Ethics

1998

received opinion has it that humans are morally superior to non human animals human interests matter more than the like interests of animals and the value of human lives
is alleged to be greater than the value of nonhuman animal lives since this belief causes mayhem and murder its de mythologizing requires urgent attention

The Moral Equality of Humans and Animals

1994-04

this book tells the inspiring story of a lifelong activist whose creativity and careful thought set the standard for the animal rights movement in the twentieth century
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Ethics Into Action

1999-04-14

includes 323 citations in english regarding ethical moral bioethics and philosophical issues related to animals each citation includes complete bibliographic data covers
literature from january 1986 through february 1993 author and subject indices

Ethical and Moral Issues Relating to Animals

2008

gary steiner argues that ethologists and philosophers in the analytic and continental traditions have largely failed to advance an adequate explanation of animal
behavior critically engaging the positions of marc hauser daniel dennett donald davidson john searle martin heidegger and hans georg gadamer among others steiner shows
how the western philosophical tradition has forced animals into human experiential categories in order to make sense of their cognitive abilities and moral status and how
desperately we need a new approach to animal rights steiner rejects the traditional assumption that a lack of formal rationality confers an inferior moral status on
animals vis � vis human beings instead he offers an associationist view of animal cognition in which animals grasp and adapt to their environments without employing
concepts or intentionality steiner challenges the standard assumption of liberal individualism according to which humans have no obligations of justice toward animals
instead he advocates a cosmic holism that attributes a moral status to animals equivalent to that of people arguing for a relationship of justice between humans and
nature steiner emphasizes our kinship with animals and the fundamental moral obligations entailed by this kinship

Magpies, Monkeys, and Morals

Animals and the Moral Community
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